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the relevance of the falsity-inference test in real-life securities

fraud cases.
. .
(a) securities Analyst Opinions

Iife example arises in the context of securities analyst
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^Kaufman & Wunderlich, supra note 1, at 527.
36rj at Ki7 (explaining that many courts "view[] core operations as anything mai
investors"); id. at 536 ("[W]e can infer scienter when senior management
makes misleading statements about core operations-facts that are material to the
rompany and to its investors.").
37See

text, supra, at Part III.B.
supra note 33, at 1435 ("Where a discrepancy is large, where a fraud
is endemic where a misstated fact relates to one of the company's biggest clients or
products-these are the types of facts an officer is either deemed to know or is; reck
less in not informing himself about before speaking unequivoca y to;the»^ket
)
id at 1436 ("While atypical events can lead to cogent and compelling ^ferencestha
officers are aware of them, the reverse is also true. Matters which can be> cat.egonzed
as 'run of the mill' or 'par for the course' in a company or industry should not give
to an inference of recklessness for failure to be aware of them. ).
M01azabal,
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